BUILDINGS FOR EDUCATION:
Advanced solutions for schools,
colleges and universities.
Many years of expertise in delivering projects for schools and colleges have enabled
Danzer to develop and define a market leading product which is perfectly suited to the
special needs of pupils and teachers.

Bright engaging and practical are some
of the words used by others to describe
our classroom solutions.
Our extensive experience in education,
and providing classrooms, means that
whatever your requirement may be,
we can provide a straight-forward single
classroom, or a fully specified 3 storey
multi-functional solution.


The list of great features that can be
included in your classroom is extensive,
including interactive white boards, IT
systems, air conditioning, double glazing,
PIR controlled lighting - helping to ensure
a ‘Good’ BREEAM (energy) rating.
Couple this with our ability to deliver on
time, and to budget - every time, means
we are a clear choice for your project.

Flexible Adaptable
Dependable

BUILDINGS FOR EDUCATION
Robust buildings incorporating lockers,
changing rooms, showers, WC facilities
and referees rooms are amongst the cost
effective leisure facilities available in
our modular building range. Home and
away, ladies and gents facilities can all be
catered for in a Danzer modular changing
facility. Buildings can be located anywhere
so, even if the building is required on a
playing field, no problem. Let us quote
for your leisure needs, contact us now.
We also supply Nursery and Childcare
accommodation in all shapes and sizes.
Our role is to find solutions for the unique
requirements of our customers as quickly
and cost effectively as possible.
Interesting and bright finishes can be
used to engage children, with their new
accommodation aiding transition to new
facilities, as well as raising the bar in the
care you provide.
Danzer have also supplied a number of
music and drama suites. To meet the
demands of this application, high level
acoustic insulation is incorporated and
in order to offer flexible space - acoustic
retractable partitioning can also be used.
These elements - coupled with (in the
case of drama studios), sprung floor and
wall mirrors - give a purpose built facility.
Whether for staff or students, it’s vital
that the welfare facilities of any academic
establishment are suitable for their use,
so Danzer can also design, build, and
install refectories to meet all your needs.
Our service is not limited to the building itself, we can deal with the services,
foundations, and landscaping, as well
as playground areas. Design and build
services are available, simply let us know
what you need.

Offices | Changing Rooms | Canteens | Drying Rooms | Meeting Rooms
Ablution Units | Stores | Decontamination Units | No-mains Toilets
Disabled Toilets | Site-First Welfare Units
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